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Clustering of Companies in an Inhomogeneous Space
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Abstract: Locations of companies are modelled by inhomogeneous point process where inhomogeneity was solved by
local scaling. As the scaling factor population was chosen because the hypothesis that the population in unevenly
distributed and companies’ choose their locations according to the number of the local population. To study
relationships of companies the locally scaled L-function and global envelope test were used. The companies are located
in three regions in the Czech Republic (Plzensky, Jihocesky and Vysocina) and contains information from the year
2013. The main aim of this paper is revealing whether positions of companies are spatially dependent or independent. It
was found out that the companies tend to cluster even when the population is taken into account.
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1 Introduction
Location of companies has been solved in economy for many years. This is the most important decision of companies.
This fact has led to the development of location theory that are one of the oldest theories dealing with regional
economics (Alonso, 1972). Localization theory is focused on the geographic location of economic activities and it tries
to answer the question why and where economic activities are placed. Further these theories try to define location
factors which can explain the decisions of firms (North, 1955).
The first localization theories focused on agriculture activities (e.g. Alonso, 1972; Berry, 1970) which were then
expanded to industry (e.g. Weber, 1929; Krugman, 1993). The further development of localization theories has
expanded since the second half of the 20th century with the use of multi-criteria approach and modelling (Rumpel,
2008).
There is much research dealing with cluster modelling of economics activities. A popular tool used for the
recognition of spatial behaviour has become K-function (Dixon, 2002). This field is the interest of for example Espa et
al. (2010), Marcon and Puech (2003) and Arbia et al. (2008) who popularized the use of K-function when analysing
companies’ locations.
The main aim of this paper is to reveal whether the positions of companies are spatially dependent or independent.
We tackle the problem of spatial heterogeneity with the population given in observed window, because homogeneity
leads to unreality. Thus we test if the data can be modelled using locally scaled point process with inhomogeneity
governed by population. Lots of empirical studies have tried to develop suitable indices and statistical tests which can
measure the degree of spatial behaviour of points. The measurement can be performed by traditional methods by
indices, for example by Aggregation Clark-Evens index (Dixon, 2002). However, more popular are distance methods
(J-function, D-function and g-function) and nearest neighbours methods (L-function and K-function). These methods
identify interaction of points through summary characteristics of point pattern (Illian et al., 2008). An important issue of
point process statistic is simulation of point processes, where recent research of Myllymäki et al. (2017) introduced new
methods for comparing a summary characteristics estimated from data and estimations from its simulations.
This paper is organized as follows. First of all in Section 2, we introduce methodological statistical framework,
especially methodology of Ripley's K-function (Ripley, 1976), in empirical analysis preferred Besag´s L-function
(Besag, 1977), inhomogeneous spatial point processes and Global Envelopes. Chapter 3 contains data description and
empirical application of the methodology in inhomogeneous case. At the end of paper in Section 4 there are the
conclusion of research and our next steps in future studies in this field.
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2 Methods
The main aim of point process statistics is to understand and describe interactions among points that explain the mutual
positions of points. Spatial statistics is applied in economy where you can reveal economical interactions which
typically lead to clustering and repulsion among points (Illian et al., 2008).
Point process statistics analyses geometrical structures of patterns formed by objects which are randomly distributed
in space and can be used for classification and identification of structural changes. Objects are represented by points or
marks where points describe their locations and marks provide additional information, thus characterising the objects
further, e.g. size, shape, type and so on. Point pattern is a collection of points in an area or set and is interpreted as
a sample from a point process. Point processes are denoted by N and it means a random set of points x1, x2,…, i.e.
N={x1,x2, …}. The set N can be finite or infinite (Illian et al., 2008).
It is possible to apply statistical models on point patterns´ data. These models can be used for data summarization
and making predictions. Also they can be simulated, it means, random pattern can be generated by model. The
importance of statistical modelling can be identified as the best and the most effective form of data analysis. An
analysis without statistical modelling leads to less informative results. Statistical model of point pattern is denoted as
point process (Baddeley et al., 2010). It was considered that position of the companies forms a point process.
The most popular method of spatial statistic is Ripley´s K-function. It is a tool to analyse complete data of spatial
point processes. In the analysis there is considered two dimensional space. Data contain locations of each point in
defined observation window. This function can be used to summarize point patterns, test hypotheses, estimate
parameters and fit model. K-function provides more information and more sensitive analysis than traditional methods.
Ripley´s K function is the mean number of points other than the typical point in a ball of radius r centred at the typical
point. The aim is testing deviations from complete spatial randomness (CSR). The empirical homogeneous Ripley´s Kfunction is defined as:
| |
1

1

Euclidean spatial distance between the ith and jth observed points within a distance r
Let | | be total study area,
of an arbitrary point of the process. Usually L-function is defined instead because of its linear form:
0.
Sometimes L-function is called Ripley´s L-function because it is just standardized version of Ripley´s K-function.
If K(h)>πh2 or L(h)>h for small h, in the pattern there are clusters. If we can define K(h)<πh2 or L(h)<h for small h,
points in the pattern are regular. Results of L-function leads to better interpretation due to its linear form.
Figure 1 Population density

Source: Authors
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We cannot consider that the density of companies is the same in the whole observation window so we suppose that
the location of the companies depends on the population (Figure 1). This approach is more realistic in large observation
areas and areas with geographical features like mountains where concentration of companies is not as common. From
this reason, it was necessary to use tools for inhomogeneous analysis.
The population density in the given area is depicted in Figure 1. The observation area is highlighted with the red
curve. The values with low population density are blue and with high population density are displayed in red. The population was generated by Geographic Information system for the year 2011.
For inhomogeneous point processes various models differing in the specification of how the interactions between
points depend on the local intensity of points have been suggested. We will use approach of local scaling for modelling
the inhomogeneity because of its propreties. This approach yields models for patterns adapted to variable point density
by a mechanism that rescales distances relative to local point density. This may be of particular value for a point pattern
where the hard-core distance varies with point density. The inhomogeneity is obtained by local scaling the template
process with a location-dependent scaling factor (in our study it is the population). If scaling factor is constant then the
point process behaves like a template (Hanh et al., 2003).
The main aim is to find global summary characteristics which are adapted to variable point density by a mechanism
of rescaling distances relative to local point density. This is achieved by replacing distance measures used in the density
with locally scaled analogues defined by a location dependent scaling function (Hanh et al., 2003). Due to local scaling
pattern, distances become shorter in the regions with low population density and longer in the regions with high population density.
Locally scaled version of K-function modifies distances for each pair of points xi, xj by rescaling factor s(x_i,x_j ).
The rescaled distance for each pair of data points xi, xj is defined as
ed as

,

∗
,

where the rescaling factor is comput-

(Baddeley et al., 2010).

For a comparison of empirical functions and their counterpart, which is simulated from null hypothesis, should be
applied Envelope tests. Myllymäki et al. (2017) introduced new global Envelope tests which provide graphic illustration
and exact p-value. Tests present distances where behaviour of function leads to rejection (if the function is lying outside
the envelopes) or confirmation (if the function is lying inside the envelopes) of null hypothesis. It is used for better
understanding and suggestion more suitable models. Global envelope tests offers two approaches depending on a number of simulations, i.e. Global rank envelope test (necessary to use an appropriate number of simulations) and Global
scaled maximum absolute difference (SMAD) envelope test (doesn’t need a large number of simulation but it is not as
accurate).
In case of Global SMAD envelope test (Myllymäki et al., 2017), the critical bounds were calculated as follows

and
where

and

,

denote the r-wise 2.5% lower and upper quantiles of the distribution of T(r) under null hypotheses. T(r)

, i.e. the locally scaled version of L-function. The critical bounds are pardenotes functional statistics in our case *
ametrized with respect to u, where u is found to correspond to required global level of significance α. In this paper, we
used Global SMAD envelope test, concretely Direction quantile MAD envelope test with 99 simulations because of
a time limitation. The value of significance level is 5 %.
3 Research results
The research will focus on spatial dependences of corporations settled in Zapadocesky, Jihocesky and Vysocina region.
These regions were chosen because of comparatively homogeny conditions of regions and their position makes the
suitable observation window. It contains more than 10 000 companies. The data set was collected in 2015 by database
Albertina Gold and contains information from the financial reports of the companies from the year 2013. The classification of the companies into the given sectors was selected using the CZ-NACE methodology according to the core business that is the main product of the companies. We analysed all the sectors in the observed area but in this paper, we
introduce results only for the sector of agriculture, forestry and fishing which has 746 companies.
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The spatial distribution of the companies in this sector is displayed in Figure 2. In the first visual inspection, it is
clear that the companies tend to make clusters by concentration on some specific positions in the observation window.
Figure 2 Positions of companies belonging to sector agriculture, forestry and fishing

Source: Authors

In the Figure 2 we can see that companies tend to formation of clusters. For objective evaluation statistics methods
must be used to confirm the statement. The observed area is characterized by variant natural features like mountains,
rivers, forests etc. At the first glance we can see that companies are more concentrated in areas of towns. From that
reason, we tested spatial behaviour of the companies in inhomogeneous case where inhomogeneity was given by population density.
The main tool for point processes analysis is Ripley´s locally scaled L-function which is illustrated in Figure 3.
Generally, values of locally scaled L function outside the envelopes represent the distance where the spatial concentration or dispersion is significant. It is obvious that the pattern generates clusters. The result of Directional quantile MAD
envelope test is shown in Figure 3. At first glance, we can reveal a strong phenomenon of spatial clustering in each
distance r.
Figure 3 Directional quantile MAD global envelope test computed using 99 simulated realizations of inhomogeneous Poisson process with intensity equal to the intensity of population in Figure 1
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Source: Authors

It is necessary to reject (p-value = 0.01) the hypothesis that companies are completely spatially random when the
population is taken into account (Figure 3). Spatial concentration cannot be explained by the population given in the
observed area.
4 Conclusions
The choice of a suitable location for a company and its economic activities is one of the most important decisions in the
company. For this reason, the approach to location had been solved in deep history when a settlement was dependent on
accessible livelihoods and suitable climatic conditions and was focused on the choice of location for economic activities
with optimal resources. These theories are considered as the starting point for regional science that is based on discovering specific characteristics that affect the location of activities.
The aim of this paper was to find out if companies are spatially independent or if there is some spatial dependence
between them. We assumed that the location of companies could be caused by the clustering of firms in towns where
a higher population exists. To remove this circumstance we put population as a variable into our analysis. Due to the
application of population we tried to explain the clustering of firms. We have shown that the clustering of firms is not
completely driven by population and there has to be an influence of other factors
In the next research there will be implemented another variable: size of company. We want found out if after implementing population density and size of companies in the model, the companies of the studied sector still tend to
make clusters in the space. Then we would like to add marks to the point process, especially health of companies. Adding the health of companies as marks to the point process, we would like to find out if the health of a firm is influenced
by the health of neighbouring companies.
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